HARDWARE SYSTEMS FOR WINDOWS AND DOORS

Composit
Adjustable hinges for composite and PVC systems

• For profiles with axis 9, 12, 26 mm
• Three-dimensional adjustment
• The stainless steel pivot

COMPOSIT - Adjustable hinges for composite and PVC systems

Metal base support with four screw
holes ensuring optimum stability.
Dimensions suitable to be fitted
inside the 16/12 profile groove.

Rolled steel neck for profiles with distance
between centers 9, 12, 26 mm.

The female hole is bored in order to
minimize the coupling play.

Hinge body, diameter 16 mm,
made from pressed bichromated
steel in compliance with ISO 2081.

Side adjustment:
4 mm if pulling and
2 mm when pushing
to always hold the
sash perfectly plumb.

Mushroom pins
that prevent the
sash from falling
as a consequence
of wrong side
adjustment
maneuvers.

Hardened steel ball.
It acts as a ball bearing
and therefore ensures
extremely smooth
movement between
male and female.

The stainless steel
pivot ensures
reliable and
precise coupling
and at the same
time prevents
rust formation.

Depth adjustment: 1,5 mm if pushing and 4 mm when pulling.
The right pressure can be applied to any type of gasket.

Pressed rolled steel
adjusting pin M8x38.

Three-dimensional adjustment by using
an Allen key.

6 mm vertical adjustment. The thrust is applied through
two hardened steel pivots and one brass bush,
ensuring easy adjustment of any sash, including heavy
ones. The adjustment is extremely stable since it bears
no relation with the hinge rotation. Adjustment can be
performed also after installing the sash and frame.

Jigs that can be adapted to all profiles
are available, for quick and accurate
hinge fitting.
ABS cover kits available in different
finishes.
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Sturdy supporting pins,
diameter 12 mm both
on male and on female.

